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Right now, you probably have an iPhone at home that you can’t use because you are stuck                 

on a screen informing you that this device is linked to a●●●●●@icloud.com and requires an               

Apple ID and Password to continue.  

You desperately need a solution to get your phone working and at first glance, there are                

endless solutions to use. 

But that isn't true and this is why we have decided to do something about it because there                  

are so many scammers out there who charge $50 - $300 for an iCloud Unlock Service and                 

at the very end, they provide nothing. 

So, let’s get started. 
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What is iCloud? 
Apple introduced the iCloud on its devices back in 2012, and it is a cloud computing and                 

storage service that took over from Apple’s MobileMe service. Simply put, the iCloud             

enables you to sync all your Apple devices.  

You can link your phone wirelessly to your iCloud account using your Apple ID and               

password as your login credentials. 

The iCloud service is available to Apple users for free and runs in the background without                

requiring any user-driven actions to keep working.  

To access the iCloud service you need to create an iCloud account, but the iCloud               

credentials are often similar to that of your Apple ID. 

 

 

Link your new or existing iPhone to your iCloud account to benefit from the full extent of the innovative 

iCloud features. 

iCloud also provides a restore and backup feature that allows you to store wirelessly all the                

content of your phone on the cloud.  
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Some of the other features supported by iCloud include the Back to My Mac remote access                

service, Find My Friends, Find My iPhone, and iCloud Keychain.  

So far, so good. But what is giving you a headache right now is the protective layer of                  
security that comes with the iCloud which is none other than the Activation Lock. 

The iCloud Activation Lock 
Apple introduced iCloud Activation Lock as a way to protect an iPhone from being sold or                

used when it gets stolen or lost.  

It uses your Apple ID and Password (four to sixteen digit code) to secure your phone from                 

unauthorized access.  

What it means is that as the original Apple device owner, it is only you who can                 
bypass the activation lock screen by entering your iCloud account credentials. 

Moreover, the iCloud Activation Lock automatically switches on when you turn on the Find              

My iPhone feature via the iPhone settings. 

How to activate Find My iPhone through your iPhone’s settings 

Is Find My iPhone different from iCloud Lock? 
No. Although a feature, Find My iPhone will initially assist in the process of trying to locate a                  

lost or stolen iPhone. Actually it always displays on Apple’s website where the iPhone has               

been during the last twenty four hours as long as the device is powered on. 
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When Find My iPhone is on, the iPhone is automatically iCloud locked, thus you will               

need the original owner’s Apple ID and password from there on to bypass the Activation               

Lock Screen. 

Remote iCloud Lock 
The original owner can also remotely iCloud lock the device just by logging into his               

iCloud account, via the iCloud website, and turning on Find My iPhone.   

 

Reporting the iCloud iPhone as Lost 
From there he can also put the iCloud Locked iPhone in Lost Mode.  

● The device is now officially registered as lost in Apple's iCloud database 
● It also allows the owner to display a message with a phone number on the lost                

iPhone’s Activation Lock screen. This alerts whoever comes across it.  
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Left: A message from the iPhone owner with a mobile number 

Right: You can only tell that the iCloud Status is Lost 

 

Remote iPhone Data Erase  
The Remote Erase will wipe off all personal information and restore the iPhone back              
to its factory settings.  

Even with the iDevice data erased, the custom message with the phone number will              

continue to show on the screen in attempts to help the original owner get the device back. If                  

the iPhone is recovered, all the info can be restored from the iCloud backup. 
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How did you end up with an iCloud locked iPhone 
Many people buy second-hand iPhones from online markets like Craigslist, eBay, etc. and             

they realize way too late that the iPhone cannot be used because it is iCloud Locked. 

Now, the chances are that some of them will still have the iCloud activation lock mistakenly                

left on by the previous owner.  

The first thing that anyone will think when they come across an iCloud locked iDevice is that                 

it is stolen.  

However, our estimates have it that roughly 50% of the iCloud locked Apple devices are not                

in Lost Mode (reported as lost on the iCloud database) but the original owner simply forgot to                 

unlink the device from his iCloud account before selling the phone, so it is often a simple                 

matter of human error. 

Unfortunately, it is also possible to end up with a stolen iPhone that has been sold to you by                   

a dubious retailer or a shady individual on purpose. 

 

 

50% of iCloud locked iPhone issues are often as a result of human error, with the original user forgetting to unlink the 

device from their iCloud.  
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After all, the Apple support website clearly states that you are responsible when it comes to                

making sure that the iPhone you buy from a seller, other than Apple and its official retailers,                 

is not iCloud locked. 
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How to unlock an iCloud locked iPhone 
While most people don’t know if an iPhone is iCloud locked until they have to face the issue,                  

many are willingly buying an iCloud locked iPhone because of its considerably low cost. 

Anyone who has spent a considerable amount of money to get their hands on a used                

iPhone would undoubtedly try all means to remove the iCloud lock 

Searching online, you will find different solutions.  

iCloud Unlock Software 
Maybe you started out by going online to try out one of the numerous websites that promise                 

quick iCloud unlock by downloading software. 

Some are free while others cost from $30 to $80. 

If you download any of these, for free or for a fee then two things will happen: 

● Nothing is going to work because there is simply no such software 

● At best, you'll just be wasting your money. At worst, however, you will put your               

personal data at great risk as the purpose of this software is to steal it with phishing                 

and hacking attacks, with first and foremost access to your bank account. 

Unfortunately, no software is an iCloud lock solution. 

iCloud Activation Lock Screen DNS Bypass guides 
There are honestly hundreds of them on various sites and YouTube videos. 

They all suggest changes to the iPhone settings and the DNS servers it uses. The whole                

process usually takes ten minutes or sometimes more. 

Although some of them may have worked on iPhone 4 and previous models, it is really                

unlikely that they will work today. 

Of course, some of them may work on newer devices, but you should be ready to search for                  

months with no results. 
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iCloud IMEI Unlock 
The only real third service. Although it usually exceeds $100, especially for the latest models               

such as the iPhone 11 series, it is the only alternative if we can't communicate with the                 

person whose Apple ID and Password don’t allow us to use the device. 

However: 

● There are iPhone model limitations 

● It can’t be used if the iPhone is in Lost Mode 

● There is a big price difference between the suppliers, which sometimes exceeds            

$100 

● You are not buying the service from the source but a provider that makes it even                

more expensive. 

● Not everyone provides 100% guaranteed services 

● Not everyone provides a relock warranty 

● There are IMEI status requirements which are impossible to detect without a full IMEI              

Check and all suppliers will refuse to refund you if your iPhone doesn’t meet all of                

them 

Our recommendation 
First things first, before trying out an iCloud Unlock service it is important to know the full                 

status of the iPhone.  

Different services are available to help with this but all of them will just show you a small part                   

of the overall picture without further explanation.  

UnlockSpector performs full and accurate IMEI checks and provides all available           

solutions using only the IMEI of your iPhone.  

 

The IMEI is the device’s 15-digit identity, and you can find it by dialing *#06#.  
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UnlockSpector searches daily for the latest developments, breakthroughs and new          
solutions for iPhone unlocking, and of course, for iCloud Unlocking. 

They will not just explain in detail what is really going on with your iDevice but                
provide you with all available, 100% guaranteed solutions. 

Don’t forget that besides the obvious iCloud Lock issue, the iPhone you are holding in your                

hands can also be SIM Locked, Blacklisted, or has another hidden issue. 

Each iPhone Unlocking Solution is examined in detail by their experts and is provided only               

when: 

● They can verify that it works 

● That it uses safe processes and methods 

● That is 100% guaranteed 

● It comes from the very best iCloud IMEI Unlock providers 

● Without the involvement of suppliers, you will get the best service at the lowest              

market price 

● Provides everything else you might need after iCloud Unlock 

● Provides 24/7 customer support, ready to answer any question and guide you            

through the whole process 

● They never interfere with any illegal activities 
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Can you avoid buying an iCloud Locked iPhone? 
If you happen to buy the iPhone from a seller face-to-face, you can physically check if the                 

iCloud Activation Lock screen is on and solve the problem on the spot.  

In any other case, you just have to trust the seller, but a Complete IMEI Unlock Check                 
allows you to find out everything about the used phone you are interested in instantly and                

accurately. 

Once again, iCloud Lock is only one of the Lock issues an iPhone might have and now you                  

will know about all of them and how to deal with them. 

Ask the seller for the phone’s IMEI number before buying it, and if they are upright, they will                  

not have any problems giving you this information.  

● If you find out that the device is still iCloud locked, you should be able to sort it out                   

with the seller early enough.  

● If the used iPhone is extremely cheap, then you will know exactly how much it will                

cost you to unlock it, making it a good investment after all. 
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What to do if you can contact the original owner 
If you know how to find the original owner then you should get in touch with him as soon as                    

possible. 

For example, if you have his Email, you can use the following template.  

 

EMAIL TEMPLATE CONTACTING THE ORIGINAL IPHONE OWNER 

Hey _________ (Original Owner’s Name), 

My name is _________ (Your Name), and I am contacting you today because it seems that I bought your iPhone                    

from _________ (where you bought it from). 

I bought this iPhone for _________ (enter the cost), and I am not able to activate it. It seems like it is your iPhone                        

and I thought it might be lost in this situation. I have decided to be honest and direct about it by contacting you. 

If you did not lose your iPhone, it would help if you unlinked it from your iCloud account. Otherwise, if you did                      

lose/misplace the iPhone, I am willing to sell it back to you to recover back part of the amount I spent on it. 

I spent _________ (the amount you used to buy the phone), and I don’t want to just throw it away. So, if you would                        

pay me _________ (suggested amount), I will return this iPhone to you. You would get your iPhone back, and I                    

would recover back part of the amount I spent on it. Find the purchase invoice attached. 

Regards 

Your Name _________ 
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Ask the original owner to reset his Password on iCloud.com 
If he doesn't know how, ask him to go to iCloud.com and type in his Apple ID (Email like                   

s●●●●●@icloud.com), and then request for a password reset.  

After resetting his Apple ID password, you will be able to log into your iPhone using your                 

credentials. 

 

 

Access iCloud.com and enter your Apple ID to reset your password. 
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What to do if he forgot his Apple ID password 
If the original owner doesn’t remember the password of his Apple ID then, he can send 

Apple a message on their support page with the following information: 

 

SAMPLE SCRIPT TO CONTACT APPLE SUPPORT 

Dear Apple support,  

My Apple IMEI number is (quote your IMEI number) _________I bought my iPhone originally on _________ (enter                 

date), from _________ (marketplace/vendor/website). It is an iPhone _________           

(model), and it is iCloud locked.  

This is my iPhone, and I am the original owner of the device. I would like to request a change of email address                       

because I do not have access to the email address that is linked to my Apple ID. 

I can send a copy of my passport and a copy of the purchase invoice for this device. I would like you to change                        

my Apple ID to enable me to finally activate my iPhone. 

Thank you, 
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Should I contact Apple if I am not the original owner? 
Although not recommended without a valid purchase receipt, you could give Apple a full              

update on the issue. In this case, you can use the following letter template including all the                 

documents proving that you have not stolen the device. 

 

SAMPLE DISCLOSURE LETTER TO APPLE 

Apple 

1 Infinite Loop 

Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) MY–IPHONE (800–694–7466) / (408) 996–1010 

_________ (Date) 

Dear Apple, 

I bought an iPhone _________ (model) from _________ (marketplace/website) 

on the _________ (date). The IMEI number is _________ (enter the IMEI number) 

, and the iPhone model is _________(iPhone model). 

It appears that the iPhone is lost, and I tried contacting the original owner, but I received no 

response back from them. I have spent so much money, and this has ended up being a 

huge loss for me. I would like to ask you to remove the iCloud from this iPhone because it is 

now mine. 

I have attached all documents showing that I am now the rightful owner of this iPhone and I 

paid for it. I would highly appreciate your cooperation in this regard to remove the iCloud 

account from this device. 

Thank you 

Your Name _________ 
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Recommendations for selling iCloud locked iPhones 
Without a Complete IMEI Unlock Check you will be unable to remove the iCloud Lock.  

There are sites that can actually sell off your iCloud locked iPhone for you, however, they                

usually sell them as spare parts and not as fully usable devices. Again, a valid proof of                 

purchase is required. 

iCloud locked iPhones are sold at much lower costs compared to their fully-functional             

counterparts, which makes them appealing to some consumers willing to try their luck at              

unlocking them. 

eBay also has a large number of iCloud locked iPhone listings with prices ranging from only                

$50 to $350 depending on the iPhone model.  

If you don’t wish to iCloud unlock the iPhone, this would be a viable option to try and recover                   

back some of the money you spent on it.  
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iCloud Unlock, in a nutshell 
Isn’t it the most frustrating thing, to have spent days online trying to find a decently priced                 

iPhone, and when you finally get your hands on it, you are realizing that you can’t use it. 

You probably bought your reasonably priced iPhone or any other iDevice from one of              

consumer-driven, used equipment marketplaces such as eBay, Amazon, Swappa or          

Craigslist.  

● Maybe you knew that you were buying an iCloud locked iPhone and had plans to               

unlock it later on or  

● Perhaps the seller did not disclose that the iPhone is iCloud locked and you ended               

up buying it.  

But that was then. Right now, your biggest problem is how to iCloud unlock the phone so                 

that your investment won’t prove to be worthless.  

Thankfully, there are safe ways to go about the iCloud unlock process and not waste your                

money on iCloud Hacks that are never going to work. 

● If you know how to find the original owner, contact him first 

● If you don’t, use a Complete IMEI Unlock Check to reveal all the iPhone’s issues               

instantly and gain access to the best iCloud IMEI Unlock suppliers 

 

And don’t forget that you can always use this service before buying an iPhone, next time and                 

save yourself from all troubles. 
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